Educator professional security in public schools over the past decade: A meta-synthesis

Abstract

It is widely accepted that most of the aspects related to the nature and quality of an education system are closely linked to the positive or negative contribution of the educator in the system. Educators operate in their professional capacity within the South African legal framework and are subject, in their service delivery, to the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa of 1996, labour legislation, the South African Schools Act and other applicable legislation as well as a wide spectrum of common law principles that guide their actions. Educators likewise have to perform their professional duties in a societal environment directly influenced by political decisions and leadership, as well as an education environment that often reflects the societal ills such as corruption and other forms of criminality. This article points out, from both a fundamental rights perspective and a labour law perspective, that educators’ right to professional security, which is closely related to their constitutional and labour right to security, is not properly upheld by the relevant authorities. Such lack of professional security adversely influences the quality of their service delivery. The article draws from the findings of a set of postgraduate studies completed over the past decade, all forming part of a central project on educator security. A variety of types of educators, foci and research sites formed the settings for these studies, including beginner educators, early childhood educators, educators who have to cope with serious misconduct by either learners or fellow educators, and educators striving towards creativity. The research intends to reveal deeper insight into educator professional security in South Africa. This is achieved by means of a literature study and a legal analysis, as well as a meta-synthesis of the findings of the set of completed studies. A meta-synthesis is typically conducted when a researcher analyses data sets of completed studies, resulting in an integrated interpretation, which leads to a more comprehensive and deeper understanding of the primary findings. It was found in the studies mentioned that educators seriously lack the required basic knowledge of the law that will enable them to effectively cope with the demands of their profession, in particular regarding the application of legal principles. This lack of expertise creates legal risks and uncertainty among educators, leading to a general experience
of insecurity. The article concludes with a concise exposition of the deeper insight gained regarding educator professional security. Although no generalisations can be drawn from the qualitative empirical research in these studies, this insight may be of value to those who strive towards educator security for the benefit of an individual, a school, or the public education system.

1. Problem statement

South African society has witnessed the growth of its democracy for over two decades, a process characterised by a prominent focus on every citizen’s fundamental rights. The lack of acknowledgement of everyone’s human rights prior to 1994 ensured that noticeable equality among individuals and groups, characteristic of a true democratic approach, was envisaged for the new dispensation. Social security is protected by sec. 27 of the Bill of Rights, as contained in the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 1996, while sec. 12 refers to everyone’s “right to freedom and security of the person”. Various other provisions in the Bill of Rights are directly or indirectly connected with the concept of security. As will be discussed below, the current government is unable to provide adequate physical or psychological security to its citizens, as portrayed by, inter alia, the high levels of private and state corruption, self-enrichment, nepotism, and various forms of physical violence in society.

1.1 Societal environment

Corruption Watch defines corruption as “the abuse of public resources or public power for personal gain”. In 2017, Anbeek stated that corruption had been thoroughly established in public administration, and referred to the leadership, at that time, of President Zuma: “The president pays for his villa with taxpayer money, police look the other way for a small fee and teachers give good grades in exchange for sex.” She quoted Bongi Mlangeni, communications director at Corruption Watch, who says: “The public has completely lost confidence in the government. Those in power have zero credibility – which is even worse than the financial toll corruption takes.” This observation is confirmed by the forced resignation of former President Zuma in February 2018, after surviving 7 unsuccessful motions of no-confidence. Ample proof exists of state capture that necessitated an extensive inquiry, under the leadership of Zondo.

Since President Ramaphosa took over the leadership, many improvements have been witnessed. There is a significant movement
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away from the “culture of corruption and impunity fostered over the past nine years” \(^5\) under the previous President. These initiatives include the investigation into state capture and the removal of leaders associated with the culture of impunity.\(^6\) In a more stable society, the education system will be enhanced and the security of both educators and learners can be improved. The educational task of the State is to provide quality education within an environment conducive to such education.

### 1.2 Education environment

Despite signs of new hope under the current leadership, the society as described above cannot yet be depicted as a “democratic and open society in which … every citizen is equally protected by law”, and a society “based on democratic values, social justice and fundamental human rights”, as envisaged in the preamble of the Constitution. Unfortunately, the education environment reflects elements of such an imperfect society, some of which will now be discussed.

#### 1.2.1 Education, corruption and politics

At a United Nations meeting in 2013, former President Zuma referred to the Global Education First Initiative (GEFI): “As a developing country, South Africa firmly believes that the government should take the lead in the provision of education to its people. Whilst much still has to be done, we have made significant progress in making education accessible to all.” \(^7\)

At the launch of the ANC election manifesto in April 2016, Mr Zuma stated that “… education is the top priority for the African National Congress”.\(^8\) He added that “corrupt ANC officials, even at municipal level, would be held accountable” and that “the anti-fraud and anti-corruption programmes continue”.\(^9\) At the Department of Basic Education (DBE) lekgotla in
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Centurion, he described education as a primary weapon for economic transformation and “a priority for the government”. These were, however, hollow promises and declarations. In stark contrast to the idealistic picture portrayed by the former President of careful government attention to education, educators are seeking some security in an environment not conducive to excellent teaching. The Corruption Watch 2016 Annual Report indicates that schools are at the top of the list of hotspots identified during 2015, with a ranking of 16 per cent, in comparison to road housing (5 per cent), immigration (6 per cent), licensing (6 per cent) and traffic (7 per cent). Similar to previous years’ annual reports, abuse of power accounts for 28 per cent of the corruption reports, with bribery at 24 per cent, and procurement corruption at 17 per cent.

Initiated by the Minister of Basic Education, Mrs Angie Motshekga, the Government has embarked on an investigation of corruption in public education after widespread allegations of selling of educator posts. The Ministerial Task Team (MTT), headed by Prof. John Volmink, investigated the allegations. Their 2016 report eventually contained 16 recommendations, after finding, for example, that South African Democratic Teachers Union (SADTU) officials tried to force R25 000 out of an educator who applied for a principal post in Gauteng in return for the appointment. The Volmink report shows that similar violations took place in the North West, Eastern Cape and Mpumalanga provinces.

More disconcerting than the actual selling of posts through officials’ abuse of power, officially confirmed by the Volmink report, is the fact that Government has not reacted since the release of the report in 2016. Contrary to promises of giving top priority to education, nobody has, to date, been further investigated or held accountable. In a statement on 27 May 2016, the day when the report was tabled in Parliament, the Democratic Alliance (DA) stated that there are signs that the report “will be swept under the carpet”. The party pointed out that Minister Motshekga was not even present to table the report that she had personally commissioned: “The Minister’s absence is inexplicable given that it is a report of a Ministerial Task Team. The only explanation is that she is beginning to distance herself
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from a report that is damning of the ANC’s alliance partner, SADTU.”¹⁶ A prolonged lack of accountability among the political leadership contributed to this, but the expectation has been created in 2018, when President Ramaphosa was elected, that there is new hope in this regard.¹⁷

1.2.2 Functionality of public education

At present, South African public education shows a number of contrasting elements. The public-school system includes two discernible subsystems. Not necessarily geographically far from one another, examples can be found, on the one hand, of successful, well-performing schools, characterised by effective management systems, resulting in academic achievements that compare well to the best in the world. On the contrary, there are those, regrettably by far the majority, that are underachieving. This second subsystem includes an inadmissibly large percentage of dysfunctional schools (an estimated 80 per cent¹⁸), when compared to international standards.¹⁹

Every year the National Department of Basic Education (DBE) applauds minor increases in the matriculation pass rates. This can, unfortunately, not hide the fact that the South African education accomplishments are, on average, significantly worse than several much poorer African countries. The International Study Centre at the Lynch School of Education in Boston, United States of America, offers annual international benchmarking statistics in the form of the annual Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) and Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMMS) reports. Spaull regards the very low scores among South African schools in 2016 as devastating.²⁰ These results are obviously the direct consequence of unsuccessful teaching and substandard levels of school management in numerous schools. These are indicators of the miserable condition of public education in South Africa, without doubt impacting on educator security.

It would not be far-fetched to find a causal link between such a generally floundering education system and the lack of skills and diligence of some educators employed in the system. An important question is whether the system is failing, due to incompetent and indolent educators,

or whether the majority of educators are underperforming because of the ailing system. Careful case-by-case inquiries may point out whether an educator is the victim or the culprit.

The types of threats to educator security vary. Some schools are characterised by a physically unsafe environment, while in others psychological insecurity is on the increase. Regrettably, the current national scenario still carries many negative elements characteristic of the situation that prevailed shortly after the turn of the millennium when the empirical research, about which this article reports, was conceptualised and the data collection began. At that time, in 2005, a Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC) survey pointed out that 55 per cent of the responding educators revealed that they intended to resign from the profession, due to low salaries, increased workload, and negative prospects in their career development. Educators reported emotional insecurity, as well as a lack of job security and physical protection.

1.2.2.1 Unionism and departmental incompetence

In scrutinising the current education scenario in an attempt to identify reasons for the prevailing negative situation that has a negative impact on educator security, two influencing factors stand out. First, the devastating influence certain trade unions have on education at national, provincial and school level and, secondly, the incompetence of the vast majority of units within numerous provincial departments of education, especially at district level.

The first factor is due to two prominent distinguishable phenomena in the current unfolding of the education scenario. First, there is a lack of professional diligence among some educators, with thousands of educators demanding employment benefits by way of aggressive, violent strike actions, while the rights and interests of learners are seriously violated, and the image of the profession is tarnished. Secondly, many schools are politicised by certain unions that have a predominantly non-academic approach to education, abusing campuses for political motives and personal gains within the associated political structures. These political activities forced policymakers to include, in 2011, sec. 33A of the South African Schools Act (hereafter the Schools Act), in which political actions are forbidden during school time, including “campaigning, the
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conducting of rallies, the distribution of pamphlets and fliers, and the hanging or putting up of posters and banners”. Through this amendment it is specified that “[a] member of a political party may not, for the purposes of conducting party-political activities, encroach on the school time”. It is also prohibited “that party-political activities may be conducted at a school during school time determined by the governing body of the school”. Jansen heavily criticised this dominance of teacher unions, when he mentioned that South Africa is one of few countries in the world “in which the unions rather than government run the schools”.28 The effect of the amendment of the Schools Act remains to be seen.

The second factor, namely the incompetence of provincial departments of education, was illustrated by the 2011 ruling against the DBE in *FEDSAS and others v MEC, Dept of Basic Education, Eastern Cape*.29 The Department was consequently put under administration. This apparent incompetence in the education system can be ascribed to the employment of staff without the necessary knowledge, experience, or work ethics that are required for proper service delivery, as also in *Maritzburg College v Dlamini NO & others*.30 A preoccupation with transformation during appointments, where proven expertise is deemed to be less important than either political affiliation or reaching affirmative action targets, can be viewed as one prominent reason, as was the case in *Governing Body Point High School v Head of Western Cape Education Department*.31

Schools that function effectively are regularly under fire and receive much negative attention by officials of departments, leading to court cases such as *The Governing Body of Mikro Primary School v The Western Cape Minister of Education*,32 and the *Overvaal case*33 in 2018 regarding the application of language policies and alleged discrimination by SGBs. During the past decade, relevant court cases, in which the rulings more often than not went against the respective departments of basic education, created the impression that government officials avoid rather than address the ineffectiveness of numerous dysfunctional schools. Poor teaching by unprofessional educators is not challenged effectively, frequently due to the improper protection from teacher unions. A prominent consequence of the current situation is the gradual demise of discipline in numerous schools. The increase of a general lack of respect in society is also visible in schools. The unprofessional conduct by ill-disciplined or unmotivated educators and poor school management inevitably result in misbehaving
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learners and, in severe cases that do exist, a total lack of control. Criminal learner conduct and occurrences of crimen injuria aimed at educators are not uncommon.\textsuperscript{34} As a result of the above negative elements in the South African education scenario, education as a profession is at risk. In a system that is partially dysfunctional, educator security is threatened in various ways, and the rights of diligent educators are at stake. In sec. 24 of the Bill of Rights, the Constitution affords everyone the right to “an environment that is not harmful to their health or wellbeing”, while sec. 23 stipulates that everyone has the right to fair labour practices. Despite these provisions and labour legislation developments over the past decade, seriously attempting to protect the interests of all employees in South Africa, a large percentage of educators perceive that their fundamental and employment rights are ignored.\textsuperscript{35}

2. Conceptual framework

To ensure a proper comprehension of the meta-synthesis of the empirical data, a brief discussion of the most salient concepts related to the central argument is offered next. It should be noted that the data analysed in this article all stem from Education Law Studies.

2.1 Education law and Education Law research

The academic research discipline Education Law should be distinguished from education law as that body of statutes and other legal sources that apply to education, which regulate school activities, prominent in education-related court cases and other instances such as industrial action. From a Canadian point of view, Brown and Zuker\textsuperscript{36} regard Education Law as “a dynamic, invigorating, and intellectually stimulating discipline that is constantly evolving”. Russo and Stewart\textsuperscript{37}, respectively from the United States of America and Australian perspectives, accept Education Law as an academic discipline and draw attention to the fact that education law should constantly be developed “to meet the needs of today’s schools”. Concepts such as justice, as promoted by Beckmann,\textsuperscript{38} and geborgenheit, as advocated by Oosthuizen,\textsuperscript{39} underpin the ontological premise of Education Law in South Africa.

The ontological basis for research in Education Law should be clearly distinguished from that of Education Law as a research discipline or academic subject. Despite the fact that Education Law is an established legal discipline, research in Education Law is not conducted in the way legal academics follow. Defining the nature of legal research from a predominantly
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American legal perspective, Russo\textsuperscript{40} contends that “systematic inquiry in the law is a form of historical-legal research that is neither qualitative nor quantitative”. Legal research in South Africa traditionally entails primarily the analysis of legal determinants (the \textit{Constitution} and other statutes), case law and the South African common law as it was inherited from the Roman-Dutch and English legal systems. Education Law research, unlike legal research, often includes empirical research through a variety of qualitative or quantitative data-generating methods. Education Law researchers, besides setting up a legal framework, are also interested in capturing and understanding stakeholders’ perceptions, or to predict certain effects of legal provisions.

2.2 Labour relations and labour law

Rossouw\textsuperscript{41} explains that labour relations refer to all relations or relationships between the different parties: employers, employees, and the state. This includes the primary relationship between employer and employee, or groups of each (such as employer organisations and unions). Van Jaarsveld and Van Eck\textsuperscript{42} define labour law as a set of objective legal principles that regulate the legal relationships between employers and employees on both collective and individual level, between employees and fellow employees, between different employers, as well as between employees, employers and the state, the latter being responsible for regulating the relationships by means of, \textit{inter alia}, legislation.

2.3 Educator professional security

For the purpose of this article, the concept ‘professional security’ includes both psychological security and physical safety, unless otherwise specified. Rossouw\textsuperscript{43} defines professional security as follows: “Fundamentally, professional security can be regarded as the physical and psychological safety an employee experiences in the school as a workplace.” The underlying premise of this definition is the educator as professional employee, against the theoretical framework of labour law.

Bothma\textsuperscript{44} also used the term ‘professional security’, but in the higher education context. She identified “legal, environmental and psychological security” as elements of lecturer professional security. This concurs with the definition offered by Rossouw,\textsuperscript{45} in that physical wellbeing (including safety), psychological factors and a legal underpinning form the pillars on which professional security rests. This definition will be used for the purpose of this article.
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In South African public education, educators' professional security is influenced by a variety of factors associated with schools and the school system. Some of these factors will be discussed in this article. Literature indicates that many educators in South African public and independent schools have to cope with unfair labour practices. The reasons for this are excessive workloads, incompetent or inapt employer support, shortcomings in their employment contracts, and undue pressure from parents and learners.

3. Research questions

Education has regularly been declared a national priority, but the public-school system is in a state of disarray. One may argue that improved professional security of educators is one important factor towards remedying the deteriorating school system.

Against the grim background portrayed in the above problem statement, a central research question has been formulated, namely: What deeper insight into educator professional security in South Africa can be reached by means of a literature overview and an analysis of legal determinants as well as a meta-synthesis of the findings of a selected set of completed studies?

Over a period of more than a decade, a variety of Education Law studies were conducted. These formed part of a NRF-funded project entitled Educator security and educator rights in a changing education environment. Within this project, several master's and doctoral studies were completed after national and international assessments, academic papers had been presented, and a number of academic articles had been published. The main research objective of this article is, therefore, to gain, through a meta-synthesis of the findings of a set of completed studies, deeper insight into selected elements of educator security. Characteristic of a meta-synthesis, the insight gained will stretch beyond the sum of the individual studies and will guide the researchers to a deeper understanding of the phenomenon of educator security in a variety of educational settings.

In order to answer the above question, we first determined the nature of the environments that impact on educator security. We also indicated the nature of educator professional security, followed by a meta-synthesis of the findings of a selected set of completed studies, in order to gain new insight into educator professional security.

4. Research design and method

In light of the research question, the interpretative phenomenological approach was regarded as an appropriate paradigm. This study analysed and synthesised past studies (from 2004 to 2017) conducted on educator security through a qualitative meta-synthesis. The meta-synthesis approach
Educator professional security in public schools over the past decade stems from quantitative research in the field of human sciences. This method is, however, not included as a qualitative method in authoritative scholarly work on research methodology. The meta-synthesis approach is used as a method in this article, based on the inherent advantages discussed below to enable us to answer our research questions.

4.1 Meta-analysis and meta-synthesis

Regarding the two concepts ‘meta-analysis’ and ‘meta-synthesis’, the interrelatedness of these two concepts is of importance. Meta-analysis will be discussed first, in order to properly comprehend the nature of meta-synthesis. From a quantitative perspective, meta-analysis can be described by first referring to primary and then to secondary analyses. Primary analysis is “the original analysis of data in a research study”, while secondary analysis is “the re-analysis of data for the purpose of answering the original research question with better statistical techniques, or answering new questions with old data”, and lastly, meta-analysis is “the analysis of analyses”. Qualitative meta-analysis follows the same reasoning as quantitative meta-analysis – the researcher attempts to administer the process of secondary analysis on primary findings. Qualitative meta-analysis has an interpretative nature and thus differs from a quantitative meta-analysis process, which is more deductive. The main idea of qualitative meta-analysis is to offer a to-the-point, all-inclusive overview of findings that were conducted by several researchers on a specific theme. Moving to the notion of ‘meta-synthesis’, Sandelowski and Barrosso suggest three approaches to meta-synthesis: to synthesise the findings of multiple studies conducted by one researcher; to synthesise findings of studies conducted by multiple researchers in the same field, or to summarise main features across qualitative studies quantitatively. The term ‘qualitative meta-synthesis’ was coined in 1985 by Stern and Harris. Sandelowski defines it as “an interpretive integration of qualitative findings that are themselves interpretive syntheses of data”. As Walsh and Downe state, the qualitative meta-synthesis process is hermeneutic in nature – the researcher wishes to understand and explain a certain phenomenon.

Meta-synthesis can be distinguished from other forms of synthesis, as other forms focus mostly on summarising the original data. When a
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researcher conducts a meta-synthesis, the main purpose is to convert the original data into a renewed, extended understanding of the phenomenon under analysis. A meta-synthesis aims to conduct an integrated interpretation of findings from various studies. This integration provides the researcher with a vast and deeper understanding of the primary findings. These primary findings are, on their own, interpretive syntheses of the original data – thus integrated clarifications of a certain phenomenon. Moreover, meta-synthesis gives significant meaning to a group of studies, due to a mutual link between concepts that occur. These individual studies can benefit from forming part of meta-synthesis. However, the value of single studies should never be ignored, as they contain the primary findings. Meta-synthesis has a worthy purpose, as it provides the researcher the opportunity to develop and reflect. Therefore, a qualitative meta-synthesis is deemed to be a suitable research method. In this present research, the researchers aimed to gain deeper insight into educator security by synthesising the findings of a set of completed studies.

4.2 Data collection

The researchers had an existing data set at their disposal. The primary studies formed part of an overarching project entitled Educator security and educator rights in a changing education environment funded by the National Research Foundation (NRF). The data set consisted of the findings compiled from eight masters’ and four doctoral studies in the field of education law, all focussed specifically on educator security. These primary studies were deemed to be both suitable and adequate data for this meta-synthesis and further data collection was not considered.

4.3 Data analysis approach

Bondas and Hall’s meta-synthesis process consists of two phases, namely the developmental process and the meta-process. The developmental process occurs when synthesis takes place methodologically or theoretically, and the meta-process follows when the researcher goes further than the original studies intended to go. The two processes following each other can be described as a thematic synthesis process. Thomas and Harden identified three stages that form part of thematic synthesis: “the coding of text ‘line-by-line’; the development of ‘descriptive themes’,
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and the generation of ‘analytical themes’.\textsuperscript{66} When the researcher develops these descriptive themes, the analysis is still closely allied to the primary studies. As soon as the researcher begins to generate analytical themes, the process goes beyond the primary studies.\textsuperscript{67}

For the purpose of this study, we adapted this process, as illustrated in Figure 1. The researchers initially analysed the findings of the individual studies, in order to establish which matters emerged as having the most prominent influence on educator professional security (meta-analysis process). In this study, the analysis was conducted by means of a secondary analysis, which is associated with meta-analysis. De Vos et al.\textsuperscript{68} state that secondary analysis is the re-analysis of an existing data set. The researcher who conducts secondary analysis has a different purpose than the primary researcher and benefits from the many advantages secondary analysis offers.\textsuperscript{69} Some of these advantages include: this technique assists the researcher with the verifying of data; it develops a sound scientific stance, and it is retrospective, thus providing the researcher with reflection opportunities.\textsuperscript{70} Consistent with the approach proposed by De Vos et al., we reduced the data to only retain the most prominent elements. Thereafter, we reflected on these selected elements (as the meta-synthesis process) to gain new and deeper insight.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Meta-synthesis}
\end{figure}

Results of the secondary analysis will be presented next, leading to the meta-synthesis consisting of the most prominent findings, and to end, a concluding distillation is offered.
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5. Research results

All the research questions focussed on specific aspects of the same phenomenon, namely educator security and educator rights. The research questions and aims of the respective studies varied significantly, because they were related to the unique contexts associated with the studies. Similarly, the respective research designs were tailored according to the various contexts, but all were characterised by an interpretative phenomenological approach, leading to qualitative studies. Based on their similarities, the studies are, to a great extent, comparable.

The first phase of the secondary analysis was to establish the themes that emerged from the dataset, namely lack of basic legal knowledge and application of legal principles; employer support; rights of the child; uncertainty about who the employer is; discipline; curriculum changes and workload; unions, as well as educator misconduct and legal liability. During the second phase of the secondary analysis, all the themes were clustered into four broad categories, according to the way in which the matters related to the various stakeholders' influence, educator security and educator rights. These were matters related to the educator, learner, union and employer (and principal). Figure 2 presents a synoptic overview of categories and themes.

![Figure 2: Categories and themes: Stakeholder-related matters that influence educator security](image)

### 5.1 Legal knowledge

The meta-analysis yielded two themes regarding legal knowledge, namely partial or total ignorance of the law among educators, and concomitant legal risks and liability.
5.1.1 Ignorance of the law

Several studies completed during the period and reported in this research highlight that the absence of legal knowledge, even on a basic level, leads to injustice and the incompetent application of legal principles. This applies to educators, school principals, school-governing body members as well as departmental officials. There is no doubt that such ignorance places these role players in a vulnerable position. It obviously also jeopardises the position of learners under their care and heightens the risks associated with liability matters.

In 2006, Van Staden\textsuperscript{71} found that the educators who partook in his study had hardly any knowledge of which laws protect their rights. This implies that the educators, due to their lack of knowledge, did not realise that there is adequate legal protection of their rights. The majority of the participants felt that they had the right to fair labour practices, but they were not aware of the relevant legislation that enforces it. Consequently, the majority of the participants did not know who their actual employer was, and wrongly assumed that it was the principal.

Consonant with the findings of Van Staden, Bartlette’s\textsuperscript{72} empirical investigation pointed out that almost all of the participants in her study showed poor knowledge of labour and other legislation. The participants vaguely stated that some legislation exists, but educators demonstrated limited knowledge of the legislative provisions aimed at protecting the safety and security of the person.\textsuperscript{73} In some instances, no knowledge in this regard was evident, obviously leading to a lack of security.

Focusing on the Foundation Phase, Keating,\textsuperscript{74} in turn, found that few participating Foundation Phase educators could speak with authority on legal issues pertaining to learner discipline. In her interpretation, she stated that this may lead, in part, to the perception that “learners have more rights than educators”. Educators are frequently not offered the necessary protection with issues pertaining to learner conduct. This makes it difficult to retain their positions as authority figures. Educators then lack the security of knowing that the DBE will protect their best interests.

Also involving educators from the Foundation Phase, Rossouw\textsuperscript{75} found a lack of knowledge specifically of contractual stipulations, labour law and common law principles regarding employment conditions that regulate their working lives. This leads to serious insecurity as these educators do not know how to protect themselves from possible exploitation in the workplace and unfair appointment procedures. Rossouw states the following: “Although some participants felt that they sometimes received
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callous treatment by the employer, they were evidently not equipped to
claim their constitutional rights.”

Regarding legal matters pertaining to learner conduct and its impact
on educator security, Mans\textsuperscript{77} found that ill-discipline was often handled
incorrectly, due to ignorance of the law of both educators and principals
at the participating schools. Mans\textsuperscript{78} attributed this ignorance, \textit{inter alia},
to educators being generally unmotivated and, therefore, not interested
in broadening their legal horizons. She found that this disinterest was the
(often erroneous) perception that union representatives have adequate legal
knowledge to act as quasi-lawyers in cases of misconduct and, therefore,
other educators do not have to be knowledgeable in this regard themselves.

In his study on the security of beginner educators, De Wet\textsuperscript{79} found that
this group of young educators were aware of the existence of legislation but,
despite being exposed to Education Law during their training, they were
ignorant of the content, function, operation and application of legislation.
Educators, therefore, remain ignorant of their own employment rights and
duties. Ignorance about legislation in this regard leads to an uncertainty
about exactly what their obligations are and which rights they have. The
uncertainty goes further, as beginner educators are also unsure of their
employer’s rights and duties. They do not know what they can expect from
the employer. This uncertainty is a threat to beginner educators’ security.

Rutherford’s\textsuperscript{80} empirical study also found that participants were
clearly unaware of their rights to protection under the law and were not
experiencing such protection in their schools. None were informed about
the content of the \textit{Bill of Rights} or other legislation that should grant them
protection from stress and psychological insecurities at work.

In 2017, Liwane\textsuperscript{81} confirmed that the majority of educators’ and
departmental officials’ knowledge of legislation and application thereof
was very poor. Her empirical study also confirmed that some educators
do have general or basic knowledge and understanding of legislation. In
instances where such knowledge was found, they still did not know how to
apply it effectively. For example, educators do not always enjoy exercising
their right to teach, due to learner ill-discipline, thus putting such educators
in a vulnerable position.

5.1.2 Legal risks and accompanying liability

Despite the existence of legislation, it was found that the participants
showed ignorance regarding the applicable laws.\textsuperscript{82}

\begin{itemize}
\item 76 Rossouw 2011:150.
\item 77 Mans 2015:122.
\item 78 Mans 2015:128.
\item 79 De Wet 2015:104.
\item 80 Rutherford 2009:209.
\item 81 Liwane 2017:238.
\item 82 Bartlette 2013:131.
\end{itemize}
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Ignorance of liability among some principals and their insufficient knowledge of the developmental profile of Grade R learners\textsuperscript{83} lies at the heart of some principals' inability to make judicious and wise decisions. For example, compulsory attendance of staff meetings twice a week before the start of school, when learners arrive, places Grade R educators in a position where they are likely to neglect their legal responsibility for supervision. This may result in them being held delictually liable.

Rossouw\textsuperscript{84} also found that there are several ways in which language matters pose liability challenges for educators. Some Grade R learners have not properly mastered the language of instruction, which puts pressure on educators' liability for their security, because they experience difficulty in communicating security measures. Moreover, the situation has been found at schools where an educator has not mastered the African mother tongue of those learners whose parents prefer English as the language of instruction. Consequently, in an emergency, communication with parents is difficult, if not impossible, as they cannot communicate in the language of instruction.

5.2 Unions

De Wet\textsuperscript{85} focussed on beginner educators' security and found that several were uncertain and uninformed about the exact aim, function and functioning of teacher unions and, therefore, did not experience the security that a teacher union can offer. The majority of the participants were also unaware of the procedures pertaining to industrial action and the legal determinants, as contained in the \textit{Labour Relations Act (LRA)} that regulates strikes.

Educators trust their union representatives to act as "lawyers" and successfully defend their cases, or face the resulting "loss of members to another union".\textsuperscript{86} Educators, members of SMTs and officials in the Department, on the other hand, were found to only have superficial knowledge of the law. This is easily exploited by shrewd union representatives to get wrongdoers acquitted. The importance and relative absence of appropriate legal knowledge is thus emphasised again. Union representatives will not be able to control situations to benefit offenders when educators and managers, in particular, have adequate legal knowledge and follow the correct procedures.

Although unions officially pronounce a stance against educator misconduct, members of such unions openly committing misconduct, according to Mans' findings, are not brought to justice. To allow such undisciplined conduct, as displayed during strikes and otherwise, and to

\textsuperscript{83} Rossouw 2011:157-159.
\textsuperscript{84} Rossouw 2011:157-159.
\textsuperscript{85} De Wet 2015:106-107.
\textsuperscript{86} Mans 2015:130.
go unpunished is to contribute to the cultivation of undisciplined educators, setting an undesired, negative example for the learners.

The study conducted by Liwane\textsuperscript{87} confirmed that teacher unionism has diluted professionalism in South Africa’s public education. The empirical study further confirmed “how readily the majority of educators would desert their classrooms in preference for taking their issues to the streets when an impasse is reached during salary negotiations”.

Moreover, the empirical study confirmed the excessive politicisation of township schools and further revealed that there is bureaucratic interference and incidents of interference by teacher unions during filling of promotional posts.\textsuperscript{88} Both Liwane’s literature analysis and empirical data confirmed that the professional status or identity of educators has become complex and dynamic, since the majority of unionised educators nowadays perceive themselves as workers.\textsuperscript{89} “Unionism in South African public education, as the qualitative comments of participants confirmed, is unregulated and self-serving.”

5.3 Learners

Various matters specifically related to learners could influence educators’ professional security. These matters pertain to learner rights; learner misconduct and discipline; and parental responsibility and influence.

5.3.1 Learner rights

In Liwane’s study, educators believed that learners have too many rights compared to their own constitutional rights.\textsuperscript{90} Educators in the study also indicated that ill-discipline affected their right to teach. This matter will be discussed below. Various researchers\textsuperscript{91} concluded that educators believe that the rights of children are overemphasised and that their own rights are not acknowledged. These negative feelings have a direct negative impact on educators’ security.

5.3.2 Learner misconduct and discipline

Rutherford determined that learner ill-discipline is causing serious psychological insecurities for educators in schools.\textsuperscript{92} Liwane’s empirical research indicated that educators and learners from township schools experienced severe violence from learners, such as gangsterism.\textsuperscript{93} Despite

\textsuperscript{87} Liwane 2017:249.
\textsuperscript{88} Liwane 2017:251.
\textsuperscript{89} Liwane 2017:252.
\textsuperscript{90} Liwane 2017: 237.
\textsuperscript{92} Rutherford 2009:209.
\textsuperscript{93} Liwane 2017: 239.
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the existence of codes of conduct at schools, educators feel threatened by learner misconduct, and by the fact that some colleagues either ignore the code or implement it ineffectively or inconsistently. This noncompliance of the code by some colleagues causes a risk for those who do comply: learners disfavour them and target them in a violent manner. Moreover, De Wet found that educators and beginner educators, in particular, are unclear about acceptable ways to discipline learners – this uncertainty makes them feel incompetent. Besides the uncertainty, educators opine that they have hardly any or no resources to handle misconduct in class and that the DBE offers neither instructions nor support in this regard.

5.3.3 Parental responsibility and influence

In addition to the above, many educators believe that parents neglect their primary duty as caregivers by not taking up their responsibility to teach their children fundamental values such as respect, honesty, obedience, and integrity. Keating asserts that the link between home and school discipline is found wanting, since “many learners are not taught acceptable behaviour at home – the onus is on the educator to fulfil this role”. Thus, in addition to their daily curriculum-related duties, educators become the primary or only educator to teach learners basic acceptable behaviour. This phenomenon impacts negatively on their educator security, as it places an unfair burden on them to fulfil this expanded parental role in addition to their other responsibilities.

Rutherford found that educators often referred to parents as part of the discipline problem, due to their lack of respect and support for educators. Parents discuss educators in a negative light in front of their children, and this exacerbates the fact that children do not accept authority from school. Learners are under the impression that their parents’ money and status can “bail” them out of any situation. In fact, educators feel powerless. In contrast with these findings, Liwane found that parents from township schools are not partaking in their children’s education at home nor participating at their schools. She links this to the no-fee status of some schools, discouraging some parents to feel part of the school.

94 Bartlette 2013:128.
95 Bartlette 2013:128.
100 Keating 2011:134.
103 Rutherford 2009:207.
104 Bartlette 2013:133.
105 Bartlette 2013:133.
106 Bartlette 2013:133.
107 Liwane 2017:238.
5.4 Employer and principals

The employer, being the DBE, as well as the principal of the school impact on the professional security of educators. Educators are uncertain of who exactly their employer is and they experience a lack of support from their employer. Matters such as workload and educator misconduct also have an effect, as will be discussed.

5.4.1 Uncertainty regarding who the employer is and lack of support

Educators are uncertain of who exactly their employer is. Many of them are under the impression that they are in the service of the principal, instead of the DBE.108 Educators are also unaware of the employer’s responsibilities towards them.109 Several educators are of the opinion that the employer, the DBE, does not provide them with the much-needed support to fulfil their duties.110 Rutherford found that many educators perceive the DBE as an additional stressor.111 Her study also indicated that some educators experienced their principals and school-governing bodies as supportive.112

5.4.2 Workload

The excessive and consistently escalating workload of educators has caused psychological insecurity for many of them.113 Educators have seemingly endless administrative duties and are of the opinion that this hinders effective teaching.114 Furthermore, constant changes with regard to the curriculum, school policies and portfolio requirements increase educators’ paperwork and, in fact, their workload. These continual changes are stressful and overwhelming, impacting negatively on the wellbeing of educators.115

5.4.3 Educator misconduct

Mans116 found that educator misconduct of fellow educators has, to a large extent, an effect on educators’ security. Participants mentioned that educators are often absent; they are not in their classes when they should teach, and there are even cases of sexual relationships with learners. Liwane117 confirmed that educators are often absent from schools – some

109 De Wet 2015:106.
113 Rutherford 2009:207; Mans 2015:125.
116 Mans 2015:122.
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even perceive it as a right, instead of something that should happen rarely during a school term.

6. Synthesis

To gain new insight into educator professional security, the researchers used the most prominent findings. They scrutinised the interrelatedness of these findings and generated the most salient implications for practice.

6.1 Legal competence

The meta-analysis yielded a number of valuable guiding principles associated with a lack of legal knowledge, which can steer the process of enhanced professional security for educators. First, several educators do not realise the protection the law has to offer and, therefore, increase their vulnerability through their ignorance. This vulnerability is particularly visible in the erroneous belief, among some educators, that learners have more rights than educators. This conviction is boosted when the legal principle related to the best interests of the child is wrongly interpreted by officials and principals as indicating that the child should always have things his/her way, irrespective of the seriousness of the misconduct. In the process, when investigations are conducted and disciplinary steps are taken, the perpetrator may become the victim, with the educator landing in the dock as the accused.

Secondly, all three of the defining components related to professional security, namely physical wellbeing, psychological factors, and a legal underpinning, come into play when educators experience workplace-related stress and psychological insecurities. This becomes a reality, especially in cases of alleged delictual liability for harm or injury to learners under their supervision, and is aggravated when their superiors (through ignorance of the law) expect certain actions by educators that increase the risk of injury to learners. The educators’ insecurity, assuming that they will be held liable in their personal capacity if negligence can be proven, may lead to physical and psychological disorders. Otherwise, they withdraw from all activities with an element of risk and cannot fulfil their tasks as professionals to the extent that is expected. These concerns are based on a lack of awareness of the protection provided by sec. 60 of the Schools Act, according to which the state is held liable for damages to be paid to claimants after injuries or other forms of harm to learners.

In the final instance, union representatives in schools are generally viewed, rightly or wrongly, as being highly knowledgeable regarding the law. This causes individual educators and even principals to rely on these colleagues rather than to expand their own knowledge and legal competence, redoubling their defencelessness. In cases of educator misconduct, wily union representatives may thus abuse such ignorance to prevent the law from being properly applied when it comes to the protection of their members.
6.2 Stakeholders

Different role players such as learners, parents, unions and the employer have an effect on educators’ professional security. These role players influence one another in such a way that their actions have a domino effect, which eventually impacts on the educators’ professional security.

The escalating workload of educators has emerged in the meta-analysis as a major factor in professional security. The DBE adds to the workload of educators, leading to a sense of discouragement. The ideal situation would be that colleagues support one another, but the findings indicate that the contrary is often the case.

Devoted educators are often under more pressure, because some of their colleagues do not abide by the Code of Professional Ethics of the South African Council for Educators (SACE). Moreover, union members who commit misconduct are seldom taken to task and rarely held accountable; hence, the “diluted professionalism” in South African public schools.

As discussed earlier, the best interests of the child principle is often misunderstood and several educators believe that their own rights are less important. The meta-analysis of the selected studies provided some reasons for this unwarranted perception. Educators perceive that an over-emphasis on learners’ rights by education authorities and parents fuel ill-discipline of learners. Some studies indicate that parents handicap the discipline system, due to the fact that they do not take primary responsibility for the upbringing of their children. Furthermore, parents do not support educators in the exercising of discipline by actively, through criticism, breaking down their authority. Moreover, conscientious educators experience physical and psychological strain when their colleagues do not properly apply the code of conduct of their schools with regard to the ill-discipline of learners. In addition, the DBE often does not support educators or schools in cases of serious misconduct by learners, which may leave educators feeling stranded. The ill-discipline of learners, unprofessional fellow educators, and lack of parent involvement have a direct and negative impact on the workload of educators, resulting in a damaging domino effect.

7. Concluding distillation

The domino effect of stakeholders’ actions, as stated, in addition to a lack of legal competence, has a severe effect on professional security. Learner misconduct impacts negatively on professional security. It is recommended that specific attention be paid to this detrimental element in schools. Positive parent involvement has the potential to act as a remedy. Similarly, it was found that unions as organisations as well as their members’ involvement, instead of enhancing educator security have, ironically, a severe negative impact on motivated and law-abiding educators. Their support to delinquent educators stands out as a major threat, not only to educator security, but also to the education system as a whole.
It can be categorically stated that increased legal competence should be considered a key factor in the development or maintenance of educator professional security. Educators are increasingly vulnerable, due to their lack of their own legal knowledge, aggravated by a serious lack of legal competence among departmental officials and principals.

To conclude, it is suggested that the most effective measure against detrimental effects related to learners, the employer, the principal and unions is concerted effort by all role players to increase legal competence.
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